-air

air
hair
fair
flair

cpair
chair
brair
stair
-are

bare care
fare dare
hare square
scare share
-ark

bark  dark
park  mark
lark  stark
shark  spark
-art

cart   dart
mart   part

tart   chart
smart   start
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-all

ball
call
fall
hall
mall
tall
wall
small
jaw  law
paw  raw
saw  claw
deraw  straw
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-ound

bound  found
hound  mound
pound  round
sound  ground
-ow

bow  cow
how  now
vow  brow
plow  chow
-own

down  gown
town  brown
clown  crown
drown  frown
-ew

dew  few

knew  new

blew  flew

chew  grew
ool

cool  fool

cool  tool

drool  school

stool  spool
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-oom

boom doom
loom room
zoom broom
bloom groom
ook
book cook
hook look
nook took
brook crook